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Bankruptcy

*Insolvency Explained: Bankruptcies, Assignments, Bulk Transfers, Receiverships, Probates, and Workouts*
David J. Cook. ABA, General Practices, Solo and Small Firm Division, c2017. KF1524.C6346 2017

*Model Asset Purchase Agreement for Bankruptcy Sales*
Business Bankruptcy Committee. ABA, Business Law Section, c2017. KF1536.S34 M63 2017

Capital Punishment

*The Death Penalty as Torture: From the Dark Ages to Abolition*

Computer Security

*Law Firm Cybersecurity*
Daniel Garrie and Bill Spernow. ABA, General Practice, Solo and Small Firm Division, c2017. KF318.G37 2017

Courts

*Federal Courts: The Current Questions*
Christopher P. Banks, ed.  ABC-CLIO, c2017.

Defamation
Defaming the Dead

Divorce
Mastering Crucial Moments in Separation and Divorce: A Multidisciplinary Guide to Excellence in Practice and Outcome
Kate Scharff and Lisa Herrick.  ABA, Section of Family Law, c2016.

Evidence
Evidence of the Law: Proving Legal Claims

Human Reproductive Technology
Babies of Technology: Assisted Reproduction and the Rights of the Child

Intellectual Property
Creativity without Law: Challenging the Assumptions of Intellectual Property
K1401.C735 2017

Jury

The Jury under Fire: Myth, Controversy, and Reform
KF8972.B67 2017

Law Teachers

Survey of Law School Faculty: View of Law School Management
Primary Research Group, c2016.
KF272.S892 2016

Teaching Law by Design: Engaging Students from the Syllabus to the Final Exam, 2nd ed.
KF272.S37 2017

Products Liability

When Products Kill: Litigation & Regulatory Responses
James T. O'Reilly and Thomas G. Neltner.  ABA, Section of Litigation, c2016.
KF1296.O744 2016

Solo Law Practice

How to Start a Law Practice
KF300.B461 2017
United States Supreme Court

The Unexpected Scalia: A Conservative Justice’s Liberal Opinions
KF8745.S33 D67 2017